iPad parental control settings
Primary Age Recommendations
From new, your iPad is set to allow all content and any changes to take place, this is useful and essential
for adult setup and use.
If you allow your child to play with your ipad, particularly unsupervised, please bear in mind the following
content that will be available to them. It can be changed easily.
To enable restrictions simply go to SETTINGS/GENERAL/RESTRICTIONS. If used for the first time you will need
to enter a passcode. You can always change a setting back for your own use but remember to change them
back again if children are using your iPad.

iPad restrictions available on new iPads on iOS ,
most are not enabled by default.

Recommendations for primary age children, but your
judgement is also required.

Safari (internet)
Camera
Face Time (allows face to face video conversations
with others)
iTunes (allows buying and downloading music/books
/films/games etc)
iBookstore (which also has access to explicit books)
Installing Apps (which might not be suitable or allow
further in app purchasing)
Deleting Apps (which might get rid of ones you need)
Siri (voice search which is not always reliable)
Explicit Language
You can enable ratings for various countries (obvious
choice is the United Kingdom)
Music and Podcasts is set by default to explicit
Movies are set by default to all certificates up to and
over 18
TV shows are set to all (including all post watershed
programs and films on iplayer etc)
Books are set by default to explicit sexual
content
Apps are set to 17+ apps (violent/sexual)
In app purchases is set to on (allowing inadvertent
purchase of everything from virtual animals to virtual
money to upgrade cars etc.)
Require password means that you can choose how
long between purchasing apps you can go without
entering your password again.
Location services let your position be known, essential
for mapping etc.
Contacts are set to allow changes
Calendars are set to allow changes
Reminders are set to allow changes
Photos are set to allow changes
Bluetooth sharing is allowed by
default
Twitter and Facebook are both allowed changes
Accounts can be changed so someone can log in
under another account
Multiplayer games are allowed
Adding friends is set to be allowed

Fine with supervision
Little problem
Problems if they have unknown
contacts
Disable
Disable
Disable, you can use iTunes sync on your computer or
simply unlock for yourself
Disable
Little problem
Disable
Choose U.K.
Disable
Set to U or PG according to feelings
Caution setting though with supervision
Disable
4+ or 9+ depending on your judgement
Disable

Immediately is safest to avoid problems, 15 minutes
sometimes allows inadvertent or unwise purchases.
Most are innocent and allow photos to be used across
applications etc. but check.
Disable to prevent addition of unknown contacts
Disable to prevent loss of critical events.
Disable
Disable if you don’t want photos deleted.
Disable to prevent others accessing your
data.
Disable
Disable
Disable
Disable

